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Abstract
In most cases trauma patients are treated in emergency wards of hospitals where dental emergency or trauma is often neglected. If the dental trauma is treated on 
time, the patients overall health can be encouraged.
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Introduction
These are some common dental emergency occurring at the time 

of trauma or an accident

•	 Ellis class 1 (Includes crown fractures that extend only 
through the enamel, teeth are usually nontender, and without 
visible color change, but have rough edges) [1].

•	 Ellis class 2 (Fractures that involve the enamel and dentin 
layers, teeth are typically sensitive to cold, hot, touch and/
or air exposure. A yellow layer of dentin may be visible on 
examination) [1]. Restoration on time can minimize the 
chances of further fracture.

•	 Ellis class 3 (Involve the enamel, dentin, and pulp layers. Teeth 
are extremely sensitive, and have a visible area of pink, red, or 
even blood at the centre of the tooth) [1]. If the patient with 
pulpal exposure can be treated within 24 hours to 48 hours 
after injury (direct pulp capping, pulpotomy) pulp vitality can 
be saved, in a very painful condition RCT can relieve the pain 
and further damage.

•	 Subluxation (An injury to the tooth-supporting structures 
with abnormal loosening, but without displacement of the 
tooth) [1], luxation (Partial displacement of the tooth out of 
its socket) [1] injuries-Splinting is mandatory

•	 Avulsion injury (Complete displacement of the tooth out of 
its socket) [1]. Teeth can be saved by reimplantation

•	 Oral and maxillofacial fractures/Oral lacerations/wounds if 
treated on time by oral and maxillofacial doctors can reduce 
the chances of further destruction and disfigurement. In our 

modern competitive society, a pleasing appearance often 
means the difference between success and failure in both our 
personal and professional lives [2]. In today’s world men and 
women are very conscious about their appearance. A beautiful 
smile can impact the level of self esteem and confidence and 
in which teeth play a vital role. Teeth are most primary things 
which are been noticed in facial aesthetics [3-6].

Case Presentation
A patient aged 21 years fell 15 days back in an accident where 

he fractured his upper front tooth region, he was treated at a trauma 
centre but no dental treatment was given. He came to the Department 
Of Conservative Dentistry and Endodontics at Rishiraj College of 
Dental Sciences and Research Centre, Bhopal (MP).

Examination
We found lacerations were present on left side of upper lip region, 

chin and near the left eye, Intraorally, there was Ellis class 2 fracture 
present on 11, 12 tooth region (Right Maxillary central and lateral 
incisor) [1], Ellis class 1 fracture with 21( Left Maxillary central 
incisor ) [1] tooth region (Figure 1).

Vitality test was performed, radiographs and other investigations 
showed Positive result, that is teeth are vital [7-10]. In 21 composite 
build up was done (Figure 2).

In 11,12 vital pulp therapy was performed , but with questionable 
prognosis, had the patient being referred to dental surgeons in time 
or they being called to attend the emergency results could have been 
more predictable [11-15] (Figures 2 and 3).

Conclusion
The second most common cause of tooth loss is orofacial 

trauma; it has a significant negative effect on a patient’s appearance, 
mastication and speech. A majority of these fractures involves the 
maxillary central incisors, with boys out numbering girls almost two 
to one [16].

Dental trauma of the incisors and their supporting tissues, 
which is one of the most challenging dental emergencies, requires 
immediate assessment and management due to psychological and 
physical reasons. Treatment for trauma in young permanent teeth is 
crucial because of its continuing development to minimize undesired 
complications. The treatment of dental trauma is sometimes 
neglected, although it might lead to pain, difficulty in articulation 
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and mastication as well as having considerable negative effects on the 
patient’s self-esteem.

Wise use of skills, knowledge of the materials and methods should 
be done. Dental emergency should be the prime concern and should 
not be neglected. If the dental trauma is treated on time, the patients 
overall health can be encouraged [15,16]. Inadequate knowledge 
on dental trauma by medical doctors should provide the catalyst to 
establish an education plan to introduce dental traumatology. This 
will help to prevent any undesired outcomes on the victims of dental 
trauma [17].
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Figure 1: Pre-operative picture under rubber dam.

Figure 2: Composite build up.

Figure 3: Post operative.
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